
VANITY
Design desires:
• Dual under mounted sinks
• Vanity to be all the way to the floor or with legs - no floating vanity and no open shelving
• Prefer rectangle mirrors rather than oval or round
• Like the tiled vanity wall
• Like the storage splitting the two sinks 
• Current tiny medicine cabinet can go away and would like a towel rack there.

Storage splitting sinks

   

Like the tiled vanity wall







COLOR 
We want to keep it pretty neutral with color being brought in with paint, wallpaper (do people still 
wallpaper in the bathroom?) or drapery/valence 
No gold fixtures!  Chrome or bronze are ok.  
No crazy colored tile.  Texture and a bit of detail is ok but keep in neutral colors.

Patterned tile could be ok as long as it is in a neutral tone

We like this type of a floor tile or squares on diagonal (maybe) to add interest.



Our “style” is eclectic, clean, relaxed, yet durable (we have teen and small children).  Our furniture is a 
mix of imported carved wood furniture from India and Indonesia - purchased from a store here in Houston 
- Home Source http://www.homesourcetx.com, accent tables from Cost Plus World Market http://
www.worldmarket.com , pictures/rugs/accessories Pier1 http://www.pier1.com, sofa/chairs Bassett 
Furniture http://www.bassettfurniture.com and Ikea
We gravitate to dark wood furniture but I am not sure if that would go well in the bathroom and for resale 
purpose.  We prefer warm/neutral colors although lately I have been drawn to green.  We are going to 
repaint a majority of the house from a golden yellow (below) and thinking of adding in some color and I 
recently visited a Sherwin Williams and was drawn to the following color collections http://www.sherwin-
williams.com/wcm/idc/groups/public/@swpublic/@sherwin-williams/@content/documents/webcontent/
mdaw/mdey/~edisp/pdf-hgtv-urbanorganic.pdf and http://www.sherwin-williams.com/wcm/idc/groups/
public/@swpublic/@sherwin-williams/@content/documents/webcontent/mdaw/mdey/~edisp/pdf-hgtv-
globalspice.pdf 
I like graphic/bold patterns and can usually talk my husband into them : )  
 
This is our bedroom that the bathroom is located in   
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And our second favorite room in the house...the formal livingroom...although we are about to repaint and 
change it up a bit.


